a structured outline, a brief table of contents, and followed by an extensive bibliography. This reviewer will return to these essays many times for clarification, leads, explanations, ideas, and especially for the organization of a topic.—Robert S. Taylor, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York.
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The statistics that are presented are based on a 1 percent systematic sample of the OCLC online union catalog as of January 1980. Detailed data were collected on the use of fields, subfields, indicators in bibliographic records, and on the co-occurrence of fields within bibliographic records. The sample used for the study was obtained by extracting all records with an OCLC control number ending in 44. For each category of this report, the statistics are grouped by format: monographs, serials, audiovisuals, sound recordings, music scores, maps, manuscripts, and cumulative bibliographic files. These statistics should be useful for estimating file growth, selecting subsets of records for local catalogs, and for designing bibliographic record databases.


Analysis of data collected from 3,000 academic libraries by the 1977 Library General Information Surveys reveals that library operating budgets, institutional enrollment, and library circulation are the best predictors of reference and directional transactions. Fifty-five percent of the transactions at reference service points are directional, while the remainder are reference transactions; university libraries report significantly higher numbers of transactions than either four-year or two-year colleges, and publicly controlled colleges report greater numbers than private institutions. Similarly, reference and directional transactions vary with the total operating budget, collection and staff size, and enrollment. The picture is complicated, however, by intervariable relationships, e.g., university libraries tend to have larger operating budgets, staff, and collections. Under these conditions, regression analysis is a better procedure to predict the number of reference and directional transactions.

$0.83; PC not available from EDRS.

Intended to aid fellow department chairpersons in developing adequate library resources and to suggest ways of motivating departments in their use, this paper proffers suggestions based on the author's experience as a librarian and academic department chairman. It is suggested that (1) guidelines established by the library profession and accrediting agencies can be useful in establishing standards for the acquisition of materials for curriculum collections; (2) available selection aids include book reviews, publishers' advertisements, author reputations, and the professional judgment of the chairperson augmented by opinions of the library staff or faculty committee; (3) central library collections appear to offer more advantages for faculty than department libraries; (4) the chairperson should encourage and develop faculty and student usage of library resources; and (5) graduate trained librarians can assist the chairperson by acting as information brokers between collections and the department through library instruction and workshops, or through course-related or subject-specific library instruction directly connected with the department curriculum. The chairperson is encouraged to initiate such activities as a means of enhancing the quality of departmental instruction.

**OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST TO ACADEMIC LIBRARIANS**


Corkill, C.; Mann, M.; and Stone, S. *Doctoral Students in Humanities: A Small-Scale Panel Study*
WELFARE REFORM IN AMERICA
edited by Paul M. Sommers, Middlebury College, Middlebury, CT., USA
Middlebury College Conference Series on Economic Issues
The papers in this volume came out of a conference held in April 1980 on the goals and realities of welfare reform. Many have been revised since that time to take into account the changes in the policy environment under the Reagan administration. Included are discussions of the current state of the anti-poverty effort, various welfare reform alternatives, and how new initiatives would change work behaviour and productivity.
ISBN 0-89838-079-0
February 1982

POLITICAL EQUILIBRIUM
edited by P.C. Ordeshook, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA and K.A. Shepsle, Washington University, Washington, DC, USA
Studies in Public Choice
Equilibrium is the pivotal concept in analytical political science. The essays in the first section of this volume outline the conceptual controversies that derive from a focus on equilibrium and disequilibrium. The second part of the book undertakes a critical examination of theories of equilibrium and disequilibrium, and describes both their limitations and their possibilities. The third section provides a broad sampling of the ways equilibrium analyses are employed to study political processes, events, and concerns: political inequality and its consequences, sophisticated behaviour in plurality voting systems, safety regulation, and political candidates.
ISBN 0-89838-072-3
March 1982

URBANIZATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
by Isao Orishimo, Toyoshi University of Technology
Studies in Applied Regional Science
The purpose of this monograph is to clarify the effect of environmental change on urbanization processes. The research attempts to uncover the similarities as well as the differences in environmental effects on cities and metropolitan areas during the process of industrial development. Over the years people have switched from an almost exclusive concern for material consumption to a greater interest in environmental problems and the quality of life. The research in this monograph investigates the cause-effect relationship of these characteristics of recent population movement in terms of the influence of environmental degradation in metropolitan areas.
ISBN 0-89838-080-4
March 1982


The world's largest installation of movable compact shelving is in the world's most famous library, in Washington, D.C. RHC-Spacemaster manufactured and installed the entire system, including unique microprocessor controlled operating and safety systems.

Housing rare books in the law library of a major university, RHC-Spacemaster movable compact shelving provides twice as much capacity as conventional shelving would have provided in the same space. The mechanically-assisted operating system is shown.

If all movable shelving systems save space, why is RHC-Spacemaster movable shelving better?

1. We manufacture and install very large jobs (the world's largest installation is shown here) or very small ones. Your needs determine the size.

2. We offer sophisticated electronic controls or simple, but effective, manual controls. Your needs determine the kind of operation.

3. You can choose cantilever shelving (usually best for books or files) or four-post shelving (usually best for boxed or bulky materials). Your needs determine the type of shelving.

4. If you're not sure you need movable shelving, we can help you decide. (We make non-movable shelving as well.)

For additional information, use the coupon or call (312) 345-2500.

RHC-Spacemaster
1400 N. 25th Ave.
Melrose Park, IL 60160

Please send information on movable shelving.

Name __________________________________________
Title __________________________________________
Street __________________________________________
City _____________________________________________
State __________________________________________
Zip _____________________________________________

RHC-Spacemaster
(312) 345-2500 1400 North 25th Avenue, Melrose Park, IL 60160
"For current information, nothing beats Facts On File as teaching and information tool. Students really get excited when they discover all the possibilities it affords: charts, summaries and texts. All librarians should rediscover it—it's a gold mine!"
—Jay Martin Poole, Editor-in-Chief, Choice

"I first subscribed to Facts On File as a sophomore at college. It is quite simply indispensable—to the journalist, to the novelist, and to anyone who is threatened by loss of historical balance."
—William F. Buckley, Jr.

"There is no way to work in journalism without it."
—Walter Cronkite

What is it?
Facts On File is the weekly digest and index of news. It is so carefully assembled and indexed that it provides the answers to most current affairs questions within minutes.

Information in Facts On File is summarized daily from leading news sources by a staff of skilled research editors. Carefully edited and classified, this information is added weekly to the "file" of past issues. The material is indexed exhaustively to make up-to-date research possible.

The ease with which this information can be retrieved is due to Facts On File's simple, yet sophisticated, reference system. The system includes:

• A weekly digest of national and foreign news, averaging twenty pages totaling 25,000 words.
• A twice-monthly cumulative index.
• A desktop binder for the insertion of each week's digests and indexes.
• A 32-page four-color world atlas.

What areas does it cover?
News of World Affairs centers on the major stories of the day—the Middle East, human rights, energy, strategic weapons developments, the U.N., Europe, Latin America, Africa, etc. Other subjects are covered as they come into the news.

The United States Affairs section concentrates on politics plus major domestic concerns: the White House, Congress, federal agencies, elections, civil rights, urban problems, defense, the judiciary, the economy and the environment.

The Foreign Nations section provides systematic reporting of major developments in foreign countries. In addition, special subject coverage provides up-to-date reports on space, sports, obituaries, science, medicine, religion, education, crime, books, plays, films, and persons in the news.

What are its sources?
In addition to U.S. and foreign periodicals, Facts On File uses many other sources including the publications of Commerce Clearing House, Congressional Quarterly, Congressional Record, State Department Bulletin, Presidential Documents, and official press releases.

Who uses it?


Leading Corporations, among them General Motors, Westinghouse, U.S. Steel, Firestone, Rand, Alcoa, DuPont, Citibank, G.E., and AT&T.

Government and University Research Libraries in scores of foreign countries. Plus thousands of public libraries, high school, college and university libraries, newspapers, radio and TV stations throughout the U.S. and Canada.

How is it indexed?
The Facts On File index, published twice monthly throughout the year, is the key to rapid research of the events recorded in the weekly news digest.

Compiled by a professional indexing staff and processed by computer, the index is in the mail to subscribers three or four weeks after the latest events it covers.

One of the index's most important features is its consolidation of new headings and entries into the existing index.

Annual subscription: $299.00

Facts On File, Inc.
460 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016


**The superior serials management system that evolves with your changing needs.**

- DATALINX for direct access to computerized Faxon data bases and files.
- LINX SC-10 for on-line check-in and claiming.
- LINX for instantaneous electronic messages and comprehensive, on-line training.

Get the complete story on LINX.

There's no competition!

Mail coupon to:

Faxon

15 Southwest Park

Westwood, Massachusetts 02090 USA

Tel: 800-225-6055 (toll-free)

617-329-3350 (collect in Mass. and Canada)

**Name:**

**Title:**

**Library/Information Center:**

**Address:**

**City** ______ State ______ Zip ______

**Telephone:** ______

☐ please send me more information on LINX and how it would work for my library.

☐ please contact me to schedule a free no-obligation LINX demonstration.

**CRU-3**

100 years helping the world communicate


Wolf, Carolyn E., and Wolf, Richard. Basic Li-
Announcing

The American Chemical Society's
New Library Standing Order Plan

PACT

Primary Access to Chemistry Titles

Currently available for the Advances in Chemistry Series and the ACS Symposium Series, a new standing order plan that we think will make your job a lot easier. Now you can pick from our PACT categories and automatically receive only those books of specific interest to your library and patrons.

Make your PACT with ACS from within the following subject selections:

- Analytical
- Agricultural
- Pesticide
- Biological
- Carbohydrate
- Cellulose
- Paper
- Textile
- Colloid
- Surface
- Computers
- Environmental
- Food
- Flavor
- Energy
- Fuel
- Petroleum
- Geochemistry
- Industrial
- Chemical Engineering
- Inorganic
- Medicinal
- Pharmaceutical
- Nuclear
- Organic
- Polymer
- Physical

With ACS's new library standing order plan, a one-time order assures prompt, automatic delivery throughout the year of select books as soon as they are published. With our new subject categories you receive only those books that perfectly meet the needs of your library patrons, thereby saving money in these days of increasing budget cuts. Your PACT is flexible, of course. You may cancel or modify this plan at any time and books may be returned for full credit within 30 days.

In addition, you will save precious time by reducing endless purchase order details, time-consuming literature searches, and disappointing "out-of-stock" notices. Most importantly, you will take comfort in knowing that your collection is complete—you have not overlooked a single important ACS book. PACT will help you do a better job!

For more information or to begin your PACT order, call toll free 800-424-6747 or write American Chemical Society Sales Office 1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036

Wolf, Edwin, II. At the Instance of Benjamin Franklin: A Brief History of the Library Company. Philadelphia: The Library Company of Philadelphia, 1981. 55p. (This history is based upon an article in V. XV of the Encyclopedia of Library and Information Science (1975) and is printed here in an expanded and illustrated version.)